ESTIMATION OF THE STEAM CONDENSATION FLOW VIA CFD METHODS

1 Introduction

Steam turbines of large output usually operate in the condensation mode. Such operation is inevitably related to phase transition phenomena occurring already in...
the last stages of turbine low pressure part. This phenomenon was broadly investigated in the past [1, 3, 4] and for its proper description relevant mathematical models have been formulated [6, 7, 15]. However, some numerical constraints have blocked the possibility of their implementation in computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

The most unwanted effects of turbine operation at low pressure conditions are related to the spontaneous condensation. This kind of stress induced phase transition does not always occur in the vicinity of the saturation line. It can occur far from equilibrium conditions because it depends generally on the rate of pressure drop and the steam quality. In such situations the basic questions are focused on the inception and growth of water droplets due to homogeneous and heterogeneous condensation [1, 3]. Process of growth of individual droplet is governed by mass, momentum and energy transport mechanism between gas and liquid phases [5, 6]. It can be described by the evolution of droplet radius.

Modelling of an inception process seems to be even more complicated. Usually, the nucleation models of von Helmholtz Jr. or Volmer and Becker-Dring are employed [3]. There is still an open question on the condensation mode occurring in the steam turbine, i.e. homogeneous or heterogeneous [10]. Usually only homogeneous condensation is being considered [11]. Several observations confirm however, that condensation often occurs earlier than it is predicted by theory, i.e., before the Wilson line [8]. It is because the nucleation can start at some soluble and insoluble impurities, particle of dust, chemical compounds or corrosion products [7]. For proper description of the heterogeneous condensation an additional model should be employed [13]. Other sources of droplets can be related to the mechanical action of steam flow on the water film that is formed at blades surface [2]. Drops created in this way are usually larger than the condensation one and are often called the secondary droplets.

Droplets of condensed phase can move with the velocity different than gas phase velocity and can seriously damage blades. Erosion of rotor blade leading edge is mainly due to droplets that form behind the trailing edge of guide vanes [4]. It is possible, using contemporary numerical tools, to model within the Lagrange-Euler framework the inception, growth and motion of such secondary droplets. This difficult issue is however omitted in the analysis.

In the present paper we have focused on the prediction of the primary condensed phase only via the Eulerian-Eulerian type of approach. The practical issue is to compare different ways of modelling of steam flow under low-pressure conditions by using an ideal steam assumption, and an equilibrium and nonequilibrium models of condensation. Model validation have been performed using experimental data for the process of steam expansion in de Laval nozzle. In the next step the flow throughout the whole low-pressure part of steam turbine has been numer-
ically analysed. For the test case the LP part equipped with Baumann stage was considered, especially due to available measurements conducted by Marcinkowski [20] and numerical investigations in 0D code Turbina by Lidl and Blažko [19]. All computations discussed in the paper have been performed using commercial CFD codes from the ANSYS package [18].

2 Condensation theory and modeling

In the equilibrium steam model the wetness is directly (algebraically) related to the pressure and the enthalpy. On the other hand, the nonequilibrium model makes use of additional evolution equations. The classical analytical models of nonequilibrium production of condensed phase are usually not implementable into CFD codes [6, 7], due their noncontinuous description [3], or modeling using nonlocal integral-differential evolution equations [5]. If we want to model a liquid phase evolution, we should employ a mathematical model of condensed phase production that is analogous to governing equations of mass, momentum and energy, and can be discretized using the same numerical grid.

For a consistent nonequilibrium condensation model a set of nine transport equations can be written in general form [9]

\[ \partial_t (\rho \phi) + \text{div} (\rho \phi \vec{v}) = \text{div} \mathbf{J}_\phi + \rho S_\phi, \] (1)

where the nine dimensional vector \( \phi = \{1, v, e, k, \epsilon, x, \alpha\} \) represents the relevant conserved variable. An additional balance equations for \( k, \epsilon, x \) and \( \alpha \) are related to the evolution of turbulence in the condensing flow, or the condensation evolution under turbulent flow condition. Both are fully nonequilibrium phenomena, that should be combined by the sources \( S_\phi \), and thermodynamical forces which constitute fluxes \( \mathbf{J}_\phi \) [9]. A full phenomenological model should include the following constitutive equations for [9, 15, 16]:

- turbulent kinetic energy \( k \):
  \[ \mathbf{J}_k = (D_{kk}) \text{grad} k + (D_{kxo} + D_{kxr}) \text{grad} x, \] (2)

- dryness fraction \( x \):
  \[ \mathbf{J}_x = (D_{kxo} + D_{kxr}) \text{grad} k + (D_{xzo} + D_{xxr}) \text{grad} x, \] (3)

- turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate \( \epsilon \):
  \[ \mathbf{J}_\epsilon = (D_{\epsilon \epsilon}) \text{grad} \epsilon + (D_{\epsilon ao} + D_{\epsilon ar}) \text{grad} \alpha, \] (4)
• droplet number $\alpha$:

$$J_\alpha = (D_{\alpha e}) \text{grad } \epsilon + (D_{\alpha o} + D_{aar}) \text{grad } \alpha.$$  (5)

Diffusion coefficients $D$, which are connected with homogenous related diffusion known as Ostwald mode (subscript $o$) and heterogeneous condensation mode (subscript $r$) need further estimations and calibrations. Both these modes of condensation are present in models in an additive way and they do not influence each other. The turbulent sources can be treated in an analogical manner as the sources in the model given in [5], including turbulence production by homogenous condensation. The standard solvers however, employ models for nonequilibrium condensation that are more simplified. It is particularly related to the lack of full coupling between evolution of turbulence and spontaneous condensation.

The transport equation for $x$ governs the nonequilibrium mass fraction of the condensed liquid phase. The dryness fraction sources $S_x$ can be divided into homo- and heterogeneous sources of the mass generation rate due to condensation and evaporation. Homogenous source includes parts responsible for growth and inception of droplets [1, 14]

$$S_x = \frac{4}{3} \pi \rho_l r^3 + 4 \pi \rho_l \alpha r^2 \bar{r},$$  (6)

where $\bar{r}$ is an average radius of droplet, $\rho_l$ density of condensed phase, $r^*$ is the Thomson radius, $I$ is a volumetric rate of nucleation that can reach $10^{13}$ droplets/m$^3$ and overdot denotes the time derivative. In the framework of classical steady-state homogeneous nucleation theory the nucleation rate $I$ takes a form [14, 10]

$$I = \frac{q_e}{(1 + \nu)} \left( \frac{\rho_v^2}{\rho_l} \right) \left( \frac{2\sigma}{M^2 \pi} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \exp \left( -\frac{4\pi r^* \sigma}{3 k_B T} \right),$$  (7)

where $q_e$ is the evaporation coefficient, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann’s constant, $M$ is mass of single water molecule, $\sigma$ is liquid-vapour surface tension, $\nu$ is non-isothermal correction factor, and $T$ is the temperature.

Details of nonequilibrium models are described in [5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13]. The proper solution for steam flow under conditions close to saturation line, where non-linear dependency exists between parameters of state [17], needs a real gas equations to be employed in CFD model. These are given in a simplified form of thermodynamic state equations as virial formulations [14].
3 Numerical analysis of the de Laval nozzle

3.1 Implementation

In the present analysis the commercial code with built-in models has been employed. Three models have been considered namely: ideal steam, equilibrium condensation and nonequilibrium condensation. For the condensation models it is assumed that the droplets volume is negligibly small in comparison to the control volume, thus it is simply omitted. It is fully justified since droplet sizes are typically very small (0.1–100 μm). It is assumed also that there is no any interaction between droplets in the model and the velocity slip between the droplets and gaseous-phase is negligible. From these it follows that the mixture density, \( \rho \), can be related to the saturated vapor density, \( \rho_v \)

\[
\rho = \frac{\rho_v}{(1 - x)},
\]

where \( x \) is the dryness factor.

It is assumed in the model that the mixture pressure and temperature are the same as for the vapor phase. Other assumptions are: only homogeneous condensation, spherical droplet shape, droplet is moving in the volume filled with vapor, droplet’s heat capacity is negligible compared to the latent heat of condensation. The conservation equations for the liquid and gas phases are discretized and solved by means of finite volume method. A second-order upwind schemes are employed for all considered variables (Eq. 1). The turbulence stresses are modeled by means of enhanced two-equation \( k-\epsilon \) model with closures Eqs. (2)–(4) in the form proposed by [9].

3.2 De Laval nozzle at Institute of Fluid-Flow Machinery

The models employed in the present analysis have been validated using an experimental data coming from supersonic flow of condensing steam throughout de Laval type nozzle installed at the Institute of Fluid-Flow Machinery PAS [1] (see Fig. 1).

A single pressure drop \( p_{in}/p_{out} = 3.0 \) has been chosen for numerical modelling, where \( p_{in} \) and \( p_{out} \) denotes nozzle inlet and outlet pressure, respectively. It was detected that under such conditions a shock wave forms at the nozzle exit that leads to the flow blockage. Computations have been performed for the \( p_{in} = 296 \) kPa, \( p_{out} = 101 \) kPa and inlet steam temperature \( T_{in} = 180 ^\circ \)C using implicit coupled schemes for most of variables. Therefore simulations converge faster also in the case when the flow is simultaneously subsonic at inlet and supersonic at outlet. Less frequently used segregated solvers employ a solution strategy where the momentum equations are first solved, using a guessed pressure, and an equation for
a pressure correction is obtained. Because of the guess-and-correct nature of the linear system, a large number of iterations are typically required in addition to the need for judiciously selecting relaxation parameters for the variables.

3.3 Validation of models

Figure 2 presents locally averaged pressure throughout the de Laval nozzle axis length. For comparison the ideal gas, the equilibrium condensation model and nine equation nonequilibrium model of wet steam are presented along the nozzle axis. Both models are validated by strict analysis of differences with experimental data taken from [1]. It should be underlined that until the condensation starts, and the thermal choking occurs, an ideal gas assumption agrees very well with the wet-steam model and experimental data. The equilibrium assumption leads to pressure overprediction at entry region however, at the nozzle exit results are predicted correctly. Generally, only nonequilibrium condensation model provides a full agreement with experiment. There is observed, however, the complex physical nature of both thermal choking conditions and shock wave flows arising under drop pressure \( P_{in}/P_{out} = 3 \). These internal processes influence one another in different ways, therefore there is no direct relationship between these phenomena.

3.4 Nonequilibrium effects

The local changes of static temperature are presented in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the temperature decreases when the steam is expanding. At some distance from the nozzle inlet the nonequilibrium model predicts steam subcooling below the saturation temperature estimated with the equilibrium model. The maximum
value of steam subcooling is equal nearly to 40 °C. The similar results are presented in [14]. In the subcooling region steam is able to expand to lower enthalpy level before the wetness appears which is shown in Fig. 3.

On the other hand, as we know from works by Perycz [21] and Traupel [22] that thermodynamic wetness loss during the droplet formation process occurs because of the fact that if the steam reaches saturation conditions the nucleation does not appear immediately. The steam remains dry and falls into a thermodynamic nonequilibrium state (NE). The reversion to equilibrium conditions is inseparably associated with entropy production \(\Delta s = s_1_{NE} - s_1_{EQ^*}\), Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4 we can see that expansion line in the h-s diagram. It is assumed that the revision to equilibrium conditions \((1_{NE} - 1_{EQ^*})\) takes place at constant pressure and that the non-equilibrium sobars and isothermal lines can be extrapolated from the overheated region into the two-phase region. If the condensation is not as fast as the expansion required for maintaining equilibrium conditions, thermodynamic wetness losses are also generated during the growth of droplets. The deviation from the corresponding equilibrium state is characterized by subcooling \(\Delta T = T_s - T_g\) [21,22]. However, the non-equilibrium simulation shows subcooling of the steam in the first part of de Laval nozzle (Fig. 5) and condensation primarily takes place at about \(L = 0.1\) m. The not yet released latent heat leads to higher enthalpy decrease of the first part of the de Laval nozzle compared to the 3D equilibrium model. The similar results of enthalpy drop comparisons are presented in [10].

When the spontaneous condensation occurs far away from equilibrium conditions, the latent heat is being released and temperature increases suddenly what
is predicted properly by the nonequilibrium model. An equilibrium model is not capable to predict this phenomena. Due to spontaneous condensation process the droplets start to form rapidly and the locally averaged wetness fraction increases dramatically when the nonequilibrium model is employed. On the other hand, the equilibrium model predicts rather slow and linear growth of wetness fraction. However, at the nozzle exit the same level of wetness fraction is estimated by both models and the values are equal to those which are known from measurements [1]. It can be observed in Fig. 6.

4 Numerical analysis of low-pressure part of Baumann steam turbine

4.1 The Baumann stage geometry and numerical modeling

Several papers have already been devoted to the modeling of a condensing flow through the low pressure (LP) part of steam turbine [10, 11, 13]. This issue is especially difficult when the turbine geometry is a complicated one, therefore an enormous number of finite volumes is necessary for domain discretization. One geometrical example is a low-pressure part equipped with the Baumann stage, which is a construction that has been widely employed in the turbines of large output. Full geometry of blades sets, the inlet casing, the outlet exhaust hood are presented in paper [15]. Two paths of steam, i.e., inner and outer, can be distinguished in the last two stages (known as the Baumann stage). Radial clearances
between the casings and rotor blades as well as damping wires were taken into account in our geometrical model.

Computations have been performed for the inlet parameters such as mass flow rate $\dot{m} = 65.194 \text{ kg/s}$ and steam temperature $T_{in} = 179.2^\circ \text{C}$. Pressure in condenser was at the value of $p_{out} = 2.3 \text{ kPa}$. Due to relatively small computational cost of using ideal gas or equilibrium model, full blade sets calculations were performed in those cases. In order to employ the non-equilibrium model, mixing planes have been used in single channel calculations to avoid memory constraints. Both single channel and full blade sets calculations gave the same results. Circumferential pressure at last stages was almost uniform because of splitting sheets existence in the exhaust hood.

4.2 Comparison of the models

Several steam parameters data sets of LP work points were taken off from the Turbina 0D code, which is based on experimental measurements [12]. This data sets are further compared to other steam models. In assumption to the 0D Turbina code [19] calculates wetness directly from pressure and enthalpy so it means to perform an equilibrium approach. The wetness fraction, temperature and average static pressure drop throughout both outer and inner paths are presented in Fig. 7. The 0D prediction and equilibrium condensation model provides the same pressure results, but different wetness level. This can be explained by higher losses obtained in Turbina code as can be seen in Fig. 8. Equilibrium model in both Figs. 8 and 9 overpredicts pressure at entry region while ideal gas model agrees with the nonequilibrium case.
Figure 7. Steam parameters changes through inner (left side) and outer (right side) channel: a) wetness factor, b) static temperature, c) static pressure.
4.3 Influence of nonequilibrium

As it is reported in the paper by Starzmann et al. [10] the mass flow rate difference between nonequilibrium and equilibrium case is lower than 1%, therefore it is ex-
pected that such mass flow rate changes lead to negligible flow velocities changes, but inlet flow angles in condensation region can change up to 5%. It is also expected that the efficiency for nonequilibrium case is lower than for equilibrium case due to the irreversible heat transfer caused by the condensation process [10].

In the Baumann stage calculations the total power output was approx. 2% higher in equilibrium than in the nonequilibrium approach. However, in the first two stages of steam turbine a lower work output is noticed compared to nonequilibrium model. This can be explained by the existence of subcooling region and ability of steam to expand to lower enthalpy level. The outlet pressure, \( p_{\text{out}} \), depends strongly from the condenser temperature which was taken equally to every three models \( T_{\text{out}} = 37 \, ^\circ\text{C} \). Depending on the model, a different supersaturation pressure can be obtained \( p_c, p'_c \), and \( p''_c \). This leads to different points (1), (2), and (3) of steam expansion after the last stages of LP part. From Figs. 7-9 it can be seen that steam expansion calculated with the 0D Turbin\( a \) code bases on classical approach [21, 22], which assumes higher entropy losses are generated on the reversion to equilibrium conditions. Therefore we can see the difference on the expansion line calculated by 3D and 0D approaches (Figs. 8-9). Very low condenser backpressure obtained with an open cooling water system locally generates the shock waves in the area of diffuser.

5 Summary and conclusions

In the paper a homo- and heterogeneous model of nonequilibrium steam condensation internally coupled with turbulence evolution is presented. It has been shown that such a model is dedicated mainly to steam flows throughout the low-pressure parts of turbines of large output. This model possesses a conservative form and therefore should be implementable into CFD codes.

Models of different kinds have been tested and compared with experimental data. It has been found that only the model of nonequilibrium condensation can efficiently predict the flow through the de Laval nozzle that operates in the wet-steam area. Using directly the same model for the full set of blades, as in the case of low-pressure part of steam turbine, is however difficult due to the computer constraints. Results indicate that the basic operational parameters as an average pressure distribution can be efficiently predicted by means of simple equilibrium condensation model. Detailed information can be estimated only by employing a nonequilibrium model. Turbin\( a \) code assumes that pressure at the last stage is the same as in condenser. This simplification leads to some divergence in results.
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